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LA BELLISSIMA
Cosmetic Tattoo & Eyelash Services

Eyelash Extensions
Aftercare Instructions
You will be instructed in how to care for your new lash extensions at the first appointment. I will demonstrate & customize all aspects of care for
you. Read at least this first page now and buy necessary supplies. I’ll go over everthing else during your personalized consult.
BRING THIS FORM WITH YOU.
SUPPLIES YOU WILL NEED:









You may take Melatonin OR Benadryl (not both, please) an hour before your appointment to help you relax during the procedure
o Melatonin is a natural sedative you can find at any drugstore or vitamin section of a grocery store
o In addition to gentle sedation, Melatonin has natural anti-oxidant & anti-aging effects
o Benadryl helps you relax
o You must arrange a ride home if you choose to use Melatonin or Benadryl
10x or 12x magnifying mirror. These are generally small, with suction cups on the back so you can stick the mirror on a larger mirror or
other surface. They are usually $5-$7.
Burt’s Bees Facial Cleansing Towlettes, Normal Skin & Burt’s Bees Sensitive Daily Moisturizing Cream (available in the Health Foods
section of Fred Meyer’s)
La Bellissima Cleansing Foam (supplied at your appointment)
o A long-lasting cleanser

This special cleanser contains no oils or silicone ingredients (typically used in “oil-free” cleansers) and no sodium lauryl sulfate (a
foaming agent that, unfortunately, is very drying).

It contains botanicals including tea tree oil, which help control bacteria and lash mite activity. This cleanser also removes eye
makeup – all without damaging your natural lashes or extensions.
o Re-usable foam pump bottle
o Small fan brush
o The cost of this kit is $30.
If your lashes are very blonde or white, I may suggest tinting them before we proceed. This service is $35.
If your lashes are very fine and short, I will suggest a lash-growth serum. This product is $65-$100.

I carefully create volume fans by hand for your natural lashes. If you do not keep them clean, here is what happens:
Your natural oils will cause the adhesive bond to weaken and will also close up the fan, making it look like a single thick extension
Makeup will get stuck in the fan, causing it to close up; I will have to remove any fans that have makeup stuck in them
Bacteria and lash mites (Demodex folliculorum) can cause irritation to your lash line (blepharitis) and weaken your natural lashes, causing
them to fall out earlier than the normal lash cycle.
I cannot and will not lash dirty, oily lashes. If I have to clean them at your fill session, you will be charged extra and/or not receive a normal
fill.

Blepharitis caused by the
Demodex folliculorum

The Demodex folliculorum
(lash mite)
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YOUR PERSONALIZED CARE & CLEANING ROUTINE
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Remove all of your facial makeup using one of the approved cleansing products, forehead on down, skipping (for now) the eyes. Do clean
your eyebrows, though 
Next, if applicable, using a facial cleansing wipe, remove any makeup on your lower lashes and lid area
Making sure your hands are clean, pump a generous amount of foam cleanser into the palm of your hand.
a. Use the fan brush to scoop up the foam and apply to one closed eye.
b. Looking in the 10x-12x magnifying mirror, brush down through the lashes to your cheek. Apply enough pressure so that the
bristles of the fan brush actually swipe your cheek.
c. If you are wearing eyeliner, swipe along your lash line and also sideways through your lashes (windshield wipers). Don’t worry; I
will demonstrate all of this to you.
d. If you are wearing eyeshadow, swipe the brush throughout your entire upper lid.
e. Rinse thoroughly until no slickness remains; this can take 10-12 splashes of water. Feel your lids with your fingers to ensure they
are squeaky clean.
f. Pat dry. DO NOT BRUSH.
Repeat the entire sequence if you have worn any eye makeup.
Examine your lash line carefully in the 10x-12x magnifier mirror. If there is *any* residual makeup left on your lashes or lash line, repeat
the cleaning routine until they are perfectly clean.
a. Hint: Keep wiping your fan brush on a paper towel until it comes clean.
Repeat on the other eye.
Rinse your fan brush well and let it air dry.
Do not brush your lashes after cleaning. Brush only once a day, in the morning. Avoid touching them with your fingers, too!
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HOW OFTEN & WHEN TO CLEAN?
This depends on your routines and lifestyle, but in general:
a. Clean every evening, when you remove your makeup; if you do not wear any makeup at all and don’t have oily skin, you may
clean every other evening. I will go over this with you.
b. Clean after you shampoo & condition your hair. Conditioner contains silicone products that, as synthetic oils, can interfere with
the lash bond.
c. If you tend to wash your hair in the morning and then wear makeup, you’ll need to clean your lashes twice – once after
shampooing and once after makeup removal.
d. If you engage in sports or any other activity that causes you to sweat, you’ll need to clean your lashes after that activity (sweat
contains oils).
If you tend to have oily skin as a rule, frequently blot your forehead, brows, and eyelids to help prevent oils from migrating to your lashes.
Clean your lashes daily, even if you don’t wear makeup.
As a rule, it is best to plan your schedule so that you shower and wash your hair before a lash session. Then everything will be clean for
lashing, as opposed to, for example, your working out first, coming in for a lash session, and then showering afterward. Guaranteed
extension loss if you go that route 
My lashing technique cures the adhesive so that you do not have to wait 24 hours to get your lashes wet. That said, total curing takes 72
hours, so it’s still a good idea to wait 24 hours. Four hours is the minimum amount of time you should wait before getting your lashes wet.
GENERAL DO’s & DON’Ts
MAKEUP, SKIN & HAIR PRODUCTS
MAKEUP
o
o
o
o
o

o
o

Do not use airbrush makeup of any kind. It will get on your lashes!
Never apply any kind of mascara to your volume lashes
Never curl your lash extensions
Do not use waterproof mascara on your lower lashes; it’s too difficult to remove and damages your lashes
Never use a gel eyeliner, pencil, crayon, kohl, kajal, etc., on either your upper or lower lash line. It’s like applying cream shoe
polish; it just doesn’t come out, and it closes up the fans. If you must use eyeliner

Use dark powder eyeshadow applied with a wet angle brush (preferred method)

Use a felt-tip eyeliner (second best, though may be more difficult to remove)

Never use cream primer or eyeshadow

For primer, you may use a liquid primer or concealer the consistency of liquid foundation; stay 2 millimeters above the
lash line

Use only powder eyeshadow, keeping 2 millimeters above the lash line. Your eyeliner will be enough makeup at the
lash line as it is.
To remove eyeshadow that has fallen on your eyelashes during makeup application, wet a spoolie and brush it through your
lashes. After a couple of minutes, your lashes will be dry enough for your final brush-out
If your lash extensions seem to become too sparse as you approach fill day, that’s the perfect time to use dark eyeshadow and a
wet angle brush, sort of pushing the shadow down into your lash line (like tightlining). Clean well afterward, though 

PROFESSIONAL MAKEUP
o If you have your makeup done by someone else on a regular basis (several times a month, at least), you are not a good candidate
for lash extensions (Kim Kardashian wears strip lashes for this reason).
o Any time someone else, whether a professional or not, does your makeup, give them a copy of these instructions and make sure
they follow them
o Clients showing up with makeup stuck in their lashes due to the frequent use of a makeup artist will be asked to discontinue
lash services at La Bellissima
CREAMS & LOTIONS
o No creams, moisturizers, or lotions, including sunscreen, from your cheekbones up. (Serums are okay.) All of these contain oils,
which will and do migrate toward your lashes. Once we see how your retention is, you can slowly add these back in a manner I’ll
suggest
HAIR OILS & SPRAYS
o Shield your eyes when applying hair sprays or sheens. Keep in mind that hair oils will migrate toward your lashes.
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SPRAY TANNING & FACIALS
o If you spray tan, please do it 2 days before your lash session, washing your body and cleaning your lashes well as described above,
before your lash session. Any spray tan done after your lash session will get on your lashes, adding extra weight. It’s best to
coordinate spray tanning a couple days before lashing.
o If you enjoy facials, please do so 2 days before a lash session, cleaning your lashes as described above immediately afterward, as
well as right before your lash session.

Inform your facialist that you are wearing lash extensions. Volume lash extensions can be difficult to differentiate from
natural lashes. A typical facial session might begin with cotton pads being placed on your eyes. Cotton is an enemy of
lash extensions, so please ask your facialist to skip that part of the service. The steam and products used will be hard
enough on your extensions as it is.
HEAT & OTHER PROBLEMS
Eyelash extensions are made from synthetic materials and hence are affected by heat at a much lower temperature than your natural
lashes. Therefore:
o When opening the oven, stand to the side and let that first blast of heat escape. Try to stay to the side and get in and out
quickly. Your extensions will melt at the tip. Not a good look 
o Do not stand close to an open grill or other source of open flame, including a candle or a lighter. Your extensions will get singed.
Never put your face in the direct line of the shower. Water pouncing on your extensions harms them, and the warmth of the shower will
open your pores and cause oil-containing sweat to pour out.
If you notice your fans closing up, step up your cleaning routine by dipping a spoolie in the cleaning foam and working it through your
extensions to try to remove built-up oils and dirt; I will demonstrate this and help you with your cleaning
UNDERSTAND THE LIFE CYCLE OF YOUR NATURAL LASHES
Remember, your extensions are attached to your natural lashes, which shed at a rate of up to 7 per day. On top of that natural shedding (which can
accelerate during seasonal changes), you should understand the life cycle of your natural lashes, which is 100-130 days.

Your lashes are not all on the same schedule. At any given time, your lash line consists of lashes in all stages of the cycle, and typically as many as
40% are in the anagen (baby) stage. I won’t lash anagens unless I have to in order to facilitate accurate isolation of individual lashes or unless I’m
doing a mega lash set. I won’t lash end-of-life seniors that are so weak they are drooping. I will recommend a serum if your lashes appear very
thin, weak, and short. I carry extensions appropriate for any type of natural lash, but you may want a look that is not reasonable to achieve
without the help of a serum or the extra cost of a mega or textured set.
As you can tell from the diagram, the typical cycle of your eyelashes is 3-4 months. So, when you start using a serum, it will take a couple of
months – not days or weeks – to show visible results. And that’s only if you use it regularly, every single day (twice a day if you’re over 35). I will
instruct you in proper serum use if necessary.
This life cycle is why 2-week fills are strongly recommended. If you wait longer, you will return with a lot of extension loss, new lashes
needing extensions, and grow-out (I’ll need to remove extensions that more than a few millimeters from their initial placement). This can’t be
achieved and result in a good look if you go much beyond 3 weeks. And, if you have lost more than 50% of your extensions, you’ll need a new
full set.
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THESE ARE THE POLICIES YOU AGREED TO ON YOUR INTAKE FORM
Pricing (Note that special promotional prices are not listed, and I reserve the right to change prices at any time.)
New Full Sets
Russian Volume Full Set | $225 (consult, prep & 2+ hrs
lashing)
Transfer Client | $275 (removal, consult, prep & lashing)
Mega Volume Set | $350 (additional 1-2 hrs lashing, if possible)
Textured “Kim K” Style | $350 (add’l 1-2 hrs lashing, if possible)
Fills
60-minute fill | $95 (15 min prep + 45 min lashing)
o Not available after 3 weeks
90-minute fill | $125 (15-20 min prep + 70 min lashing)
o Not available after 4 weeks
Any fill at 5 weeks and beyond: NEW FULL SET
30-min upgrade | $50 (new sets or fills)

Please allow 15-20 minutes for prep. Extra time for makeup removal will
result in fewer lashes or increased cost.

Lower & Colored Lashes

Lower lash extensions (classic or volume) | $100+ (1.5 hrs)
Lower lash extension fills | $75/hr
Glitter, colored, or crystal lashes | $2-$3.50 per lash
Lash Removal | $50/30 min
Brow Add-On | $50/30 min shaping & tint
Brow Maintenance | $10-$20 per lash fill (dep. on time
since last appt)
Other facial waxing is $5 per area, except for full face and
neck, which are $25/15 min. These may need to be
booked separately.

You must have at least 50% of your extensions remaining to qualify for a “fill.”
Otherwise, you’ll need to book a new full set or at least an upgrade.

I understand that the Professional will allot 15-20 minutes to cleaning and preparing my eye area and that any additional time required for
cleaning or makeup removal will either incur an additional fee, require a rebooking, or result in fewer lashes applied. I understand also that if
I have not followed the care and maintenance procedures as instructed, I may experience higher-than-expected lash extension loss and that
the Professional may not be able to complete my fill in the time allotted. I understand that if I do not have at least 50% of the extensions left
from my previous session, I will need to book a new full set or upgrade, depending on Professional’s recommendation.
Appointments and Cancellation Policies
Lash extensions work best if they are filled on a regular 2-week basis. You must have at least 50% of your fans remaining to qualify for a fill;
otherwise, you’ll need a new set. As it can be very difficult to get an appointment on a last-minute basis, it is preferable that clients pre-book
their subsequent appointments. 48 hours’ cancellation notice is required for all appointments. Please note that to facilitate this policy, you will
receive a text message 48 hours before your appointment, asking you to confirm or cancel. If you need to cancel, please do so at that time in
order to avoid any charges. Otherwise, be sure to confirm. You will also receive a reminder text 24 hours in advance. A valid credit card must be
on file, and:
 Clients will be charged 100% for missed (no-show) appointments.
 Clients will be charged 100% of their service for any cancellation made 47 hours or fewer in advance
 Please note that I cannot make exceptions even in cases of emergency.
 There is no charge for appointment cancellations 48 hours or more in advance, but any nonrefundable deposits are forfeited
Clients arriving 15 or more minutes late may be treated as No-Show and charged 100% of the service. Please text 503-706-8641 if you’re running
late.
Suitability for Eyelash Extensions
I understand that not everyone is suited to lash extensions due to condition of the skin, eyelid shape, skin elasticity, orbital bone structure,
existing hairs, and other factors. I understand that the professional maintains the right to refuse service for these or any other reasons or to
charge a premium price to reflect the extra time and higher level of expertise required. I further understand that the artist may not be able to
ascertain these issues and therefore inform me of them until after she has begun working, and that I will be charged for time and materials used
up to that point.
________________________________________________________________________
Client Signature

______________________________________
Date

(Print Name): _______________________________________________________________________

